
Identify if the highlighted word in each sentence is an example of a

connotation and denotation.
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Name :

Connotation and Denotation

Kevin stopped doing the business, saying only

devious people could succeed in it.

1)

The café served delicious food, but it was

located in a far-!ung corner.

9)

I wonder why people who do great, generous

deeds in life are often too smug about them.

3)

After attending the one-week training at

Dr. Clark's, George has become a highly

driven individual.

4)

The soup was piping hot and "avored with

fresh herbs, so it was very comforting on

that cold day.

5)

Several days of meticulous preparation have

gone into completing this assignment.

6)

When he was paid his #rst salary, Mitchell

bought Grandpa a warm winter coat.

7)

The place was crammed full of people who were

waiting to board the bus.

8)

Volunteers were evacuating people trapped

under the debris when the rescue team arrived.

2)

Will you please pour me a glass of cold milk?10)
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Identify if the highlighted word in each sentence is an example of a

connotation and denotation.
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Name :
Answer Key

Connotation and Denotation

Kevin stopped doing the business, saying only

devious people could succeed in it.

1)
Connotation

The café served delicious food, but it was

located in a far-!ung corner.

9)
Connotation

I wonder why people who do great, generous

deeds in life are often too smug about them.

3)
Connotation

After attending the one-week training at

Dr. Clark's, George has become a highly

driven individual.

4)

Connotation

The soup was piping hot and "avored with

fresh herbs, so it was very comforting on

that cold day.

5)

Denotation

Several days of meticulous preparation have

gone into completing this assignment.

6)
Connotation

When he was paid his #rst salary, Mitchell

bought Grandpa a warm winter coat.

7)
Denotation

The place was crammed full of people who were

waiting to board the bus.

8)
Connotation

Volunteers were evacuating people trapped

under the debris when the rescue team arrived.

2)
Denotation

Will you please pour me a glass of cold milk?10) Denotation
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